
Daiwa spinning reel Certate High Speed

Daiwa

Product number: DW-CER-HS

The most forward-looking product series in the 
Daiwa range.

0,00 € * 0,00 €

We significantly improved the Certate. With fascinating, new technologies like MagSealed ball bearings, the 
ATD drag system or the Zaion Air Rotor.
According to the claim “a new era of reel design” the Certate did set new benchmarks regarding modern 
reel design in the year 2004. Every Certate generation since then has to face the achievements of its 
predecessors to become even better. With the 16’ Certate we present you the most innovative product 
series, which has ever been brought to the market. Daiwa has ever since been a pioneering company. In the 
field of sealing technology we have developed MagSealed, a worldwide unique protection mechanism for 
fishing reels. Here critical areas of the reel are protected against the intrusion of water and dirt particles. At 
the 16’ Certate beyond the main shaft now also the spool axis has been protected by MagSealed against the 
intrusion of water and dirt particles. Like this DAIWA could solve a former critical problem of fishing reels, 
which is impressively underlined by our service statistics. In our newest design of the Air Rotor the 
lightweight construction concept has been further optimized by the use of Zaion material. Thus the Certate 
’16 features the most lightweight rotor of all times which also reduces the starting resistance by 
approximately 15% and therefore leads to an even closer contact to the lure. By strengthening the retrieving 
power of the Air Rotor combined with a now even better and stiffer housed line roller, also the drag 
performance received a markedly improvement. The optimized rotor-balance additionally cares for more 
sensitivity during the retrieving of the lure, since vibrations are reduced to a minimum. Perfect prerequisites 
for a slow lure presentation.
The trend towards fishing for big fishes with even more light tackle requires a reliable drag performance 
under all circumstances. With the new ATD drag system Daiwa has developed a drag system, which 
provides the selected drag power instantaneously without the usual high starting resistance. With this 
technique in your hands you are able to cross former existing boundaries by reducing line breaks and losses 
in a highly effective manner. Our new HD (heavy duty) models feature a one-pieced monocoque reel body, 
which delivers highest stability. The one-piece construction makes the gear unit even tougher and can be 
strained to the limit in extreme situations. Additionally the reel body is sealed and thus even better protected 
against water intrusion. Thanks to the one-pieced design the Certate ’16 uses a supersized driving wheel, 



which improves smoothness of the rotation by 72% compared to the Certate 04.
The 16’ Certate represents more than a new generation of a series – it is the most uncompromising vision for 
more fun at fishing.

The 2510PE-H additionally is optimized for the usage with braided lines and equipped with a super 
flat spool.

Technological features

HARDBODYZ® reel body
MAGSEALED® body construction
MAGSEALED® line roller
Rigid one-piece aluminum body (HD sizes 3500 / 4000)
10 ball bearings (incl. 5 „CRBB®“ and 2 MAGSEALED® ball bearings)
Versions HD: 8 ball bearings (incl. 5 „CRBB®“ and 2 MAGSEALED® ball bearings)
ZAION® AIR ROTOR®
ATD™ drag system
Tough Drive Gear (TDG)
DIGIGEAR® II
Silent oscillation system
Twist Buster® II line roller
AIR BAIL®
Cross Wrap™ system
Infinite Anti-Reverse®
Anti-backlash system II (ABS® II)
ABS® II aluminum spool
Made in Japan

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=fa25f35ed8040886696b859cfc37f602

